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The Mind and Face of Secularism 
S Natarajan 

The "secular state'' is a convenient phrase but an illogical concept. Historically, it has an anti-religious con
notation, marking the emancipation of the Christian world from its priestly class. 

The United States of America at one end might observe a benevolent attitude towards the Church, At the 
other end, USSR in its maturity might tolerate both religious and anti-religious propaganda. They both demonstrate 
the failure of the concept of separation of Church and State, 

Historically, the Indian attitude towards religion has been different. It accepts the responsibility of the State 
for the regulation of the religious life of the community, though the community might be spread out among several 
religions. 

This traditional attitude is reflected in the Indian Constitution in which the many importations from the West 
relating to religious freedom have been modified by saving phrases and saving clauses. 

The religious State is a myth. There are—bar the solitary and curious State of Vatican City—no theocratic 
State, no governments managed by a sacerdotal class or caste. 

The so-called religious States are governed by secular administrators who reject even the claims of the divines 
to exclusive interpretation of traditional scriptures. They might more rightly be called communal states as the so-
called secular states might more rightly be called national states. 

The difference between the two lies in the ideological attitude towards minorities. In the national state, the 
members of the minority communities are, in the terms of the Indian Constitution, part and parcel of the nation. In 
the communal states, they are, in the language of President Ayub Khan of Pakistan, "the sacred trust of the nation" 

The article below is concerned with the gulf between principles and practice in South Asia. A superficial 
glance at the composition of the populations of India and Pakistan shows that in India the leading minority commu
nity, the Muslims, has grown from 40 million to over 50 million; white in Pakistan the minority communities have 
shrunk from over 17 million to under 9 million. 

IN 1829, Lord Bentinck referred 
to himself as a "legislator" for 

the Hindus in commending the Sup
pression of Suttee Act which was 
adopted soon after. Until 1892, this 
was the approach to social legislation 
of his successors and their administra
tive officers. Despite the intervention 
of the 1857 rising, and the racial an
tipathies it aroused, the British Gov
ernment in India was on the whole 
favourable to social change. Educated 
Indian opinion was almost entirely on 
the side of reform. In England, Vic
torian faith in liberalism and progress 
was at a high pitch. These factors 
worked on Ranade to induce a cau
tious confidence in India's integrated 
progress. 

Around 1892, however, in Bengal, 
in Western India and in Madras, the 
leadership of the educated classes was 
challenged by those who were not so 
averse to social change as to social 
change being effected by a foreign 
government. In their bid for domi
nation, they appealed to, and helped 
to organise, reactionary elements in 
Indian society. Contributory to this 
development was the whirlwind cam
paign in India launched by social re
formers combined with skilfully exert
ed pressure on British liberal opinion 
to raise the age of consent. The rally
ing of reactionary forces in India coin

cided with the waning of the liberal 
sentiment in England. In 1897, San-
karan Nair, presiding over the Indian 
National Congress, spoke of the spread 
of knowledge and the relaxing of so
cial restrictions. He went on to de
clare that what India needed was "a 
strictly secular government in tho
rough sympathy with liberal thought 
and progress." It marked the end of 
the earlier confidence in the success
ful working out of British good inten
tions in India, in the faith that Britain 
would give just such a government to 
India without prodding. 

Secularism and the Constitution 

Almost fifty years later, the Consti
tuent Assembly rejected the proposal 
of Professor K T Shah that the words 
"secular state" be included in the 
Constitution to make the "separation 
of Church and State" final and com
plete. But it adopted a number of 
articles in the Constitution to empha
sise that the State would not discrimi
nate against anyone only because of 
the faith or caste to which one belonged 
and that all persons are equally entitl
ed to freedom of conscience and to 
profess, practice and propagate reli
gion, "subject to public order, morality 
and health". The intention of Sir 
Sankaran Nair and that of the Consti
tution-makers were not very different. 
But the situations which confronted 

them were. Sir Sankaran Nair and 
the social reformers generally were 
concerned about; the individual in his 
community. If they were hesitant 
over social legislation, it was not be
cause of the foreignness of the govern
ment but because they had doubts 
about the efficacy of hastily imposed 
change. Historians tend to conclude 
that this caution was induced by the 
experience of earlier legislation. But 
there was a broader base and a longer 
experience; The ordinary Indian, it 
had been noted, cared little for the 
precepts of his sacred texts but his 
whole life was governed by the prac
tices of the caste he was born into, 
by the customs prevalent in the society 
in which he found himself. He was 
less likely to be moved by secular 
laws. 

When Professor K T Shah raised the 
question of "secularism", he had in 
mind the complete dissociation of the 
State from religion in any form, the 
classic Western idea of separation of 
Church and State. The Constitution-
makers did not incorporate the word 
"secularism" in their Constitution but 
they spelled out in detail the relations 
considered desirable between Church 
and State. And in the process, they 
came very close to the position taken 
by Sir Sankaran Nair, The State ac
cepted the responsibility of seeing 
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that the practice of religion conformed 
to the interests of public order, moral
ity and health; it assumed powers to 
provide for social welfare, social re
form or the throwing open of Hindu 
religious institutions of a public char
acter to all classes and sections of the 
Hindus; and the courts of law have 
ruled as within the rights of the State 
legislation like the Hindu Code and 
the ban on excommunication. The 
first of these is discriminatory; the 
second disturbs the right of commun
ities to order their own affairs. Fur
ther exceptions to the Western con
cept of secularism are the constitutio
nal reservation of seats for Scheduled 
Castes and Tribes, the provision for 
financial contributions to temple funds 
in South India, and the privilege al
lowed exclusively to Sikhs to wear 
kirpans. Thus, it might be said that; 
the Indian Constitution does accept 
the principle of non-interference by 
State and religious organisations in 
each other's affairs but only to the 
extent of limiting the activities of re
ligious organisations: That so far the 
interference of the State has been 
mainly restricted to the Hindu faith 
is no assurance that it will not extend 
beyond Hinduism, In two respects, 
it has already taken place with non-
Hindus at the States level: the banning 
of excommunication and the prevention 
of cow-killing. 

State Reform of Hindu Religion 

In the context of what has been 
said so far, it is absurd to argue, as 
Mr Donald Smith has done, in "India 
as a Secular State", that the Indian 
Constitution conforms to the second re
quirement of a secular State, the ab
sence of a legal connection between the 
State and a particular religion. By 
the very fact of assuming a special 
responsibility for reforming the Hindu 
religion, the State is in a very special 
relation as regards Hinduism, It is 
possible that this might disappear in 
twenty years: on the other hand, it is 
equally possible that it may lead to 
the relationship being strengthened. 
There are two factors which deserve 
close attention: Firstly, there is no 
specific injunction in the Constitution 
against the State interfering in reli
gious matters; there are only several 
provisions requiring that the State do 
not discriminate against any particular 
religion. Secondly, within the predo
minant Congress Party itself are large 
numbers who are not convinced that 
a Hindu State must necessarily pursue 
policies of discrimination against 
other religions; the traditions of the 
Hindu State have been religious tole

rance and it has been the rule rather 
than the exception for Hindu kings to 
extend protection to all religions. 
Thus, even if an article committing 
India to be "Secular" had been incor
porated in the Constitution, it could 
easily have been taken out by an 
amendment. Western commentators 
have been understandably inclined to 
judge the Indian set-up by Western 
standards, and the approach of the late 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru which was 
not different from theirs, lent support 
to them. It. would be dangerous, 
however, to ignore the main stream 
of Hindu thought and to imagine that 
it has been forced out of its course. 
A noted Indian scholar observed re
cently that, the phrase "Secular State" 
is quite meaningless in the context of 
the Indian Constitution because there 
was nothing in the Constitution which 
went against Hindu ideas of good gov
ernment. 

Secularism Not Enough 

There is evidence from Western 
history, moreover, to indicate that 
"secularism" is not enough, even that 
it defies definition. In some countries, 
it is anti-clericalism; in others, it is 
interpreted to admit of an established 
religion; in still others, it is stretched 
to mean religious tolerance. The In
dian attitude towards religions ought 
not to be so strange to Western histo
rians as they seem to suggest. In 1740, 
Frederick the Great proclaimed that 
"all religions alike are to be tolerated 
so long as none makes unjust en
croachment on the others, for in this 
country everyone must go to heaven 
his own way." What is more, there 
are several states which frankly ac
cord a special position to one religion 
and they are not the worse for i t ; 
among them are Pakistan, Burma, 
Indonesia, Israel, the Arab States, Eire 
and Indonesia. 

One might even go so far as to say 
that it is India alone which has kept 
alive the world's interest in secular
ism, and to add that scepticism 
about India's secularism outside India 
is not unknown. It has been said 
that Pandit Nehru was the staunchest 
champion of the secular state. It could 
be said that it was his influence that 
gave the term currency in Indian public 
life and created the impression that 
some new and striking experiment was 
being tried out in India. 

In the circumstances, it is interesting 
to look into the state of affairs which 
seemed to make the espousal of secu
larism so important in the crucial years 
1946 to 1950. Although the exact pro

portions of the rift between the two 
are not known, the fact that Nehru and 
Patel did not share the same views on 
current political problems is common 
knowledge. It was stated that Patel 
showed partiality for the Hindus and 
that Nehru championed the cause 
of the minorities. Patel was known to 
be less critical of Hindu communalists, 
less receptive to Muslim complaints 
than Gandhi or Nehru, and his term of 
office as Union Home Minister was 
plagued by the suspicions of some of 
his colleagues and the relaying of Mus
lim grievances to him by Gandhi. 
Though there have been books—like 
Manlana Abul Kalam Azad's "India 
Wins Freedom" and Choudhury Khali-
quzzaman's "Pathway to Pakistan"—in
dicting Patel as anti-Muslim, no one 
has ventured to argue that Patel oppos
ed the provisions of the Constitution 
relating to India's attitude towards re
ligious organisations. As a matter of 
fact, in the matter of the Indian Chris
tians, Sardar Patel has gone on record 
as following a helpful and liberal policy; 
it was his intervention which secured 
the inclusion to propagate religion 
among the rights of religious freedom, 
a point on which Christian opinion was 
strong. 

To Counter Two Nation Theory 
On one subject, however, Patel, 

though more outspoken than others in 
the Constituent Assembly, represented 
the general opinion in the country: 
Communal electorates. The Congress 
had always held that the germ of the 
two-nation theory was separate electo
rates. In fact, with one exception, this 
was the accepted view among Indian 
publicists. Kamakshi Natarajan had 
through the columns of the Indian So
cial Reformer and in his interventions 
in politics argued that the evil lay in 
weightage accorded to sections of the 
public rather than in separate elections 
but the Hindus in the Punjab and in 
Bengal were not prepared to listen and 
in the other provinces the Congress, to 
placate Muslim sentiment, acquiesced in 
weightage. Choudhry Khaliquzzaman 
and Maulana Abul Kalam Azad both 
pressed the claim for separate electo
rates for the Muslims in partitioned 
India. As Khaliquzzaman reports i t , 
Palel bluntly remarked that those who 
wanted communal electorates could go 
to Pakistan. There was much to ex
plain Patel's at t i tude-the ambivalence 
of Mr Jinnah who, on the eve of leaving 
for Pakistan having adjured the Mus
lims of India to give their wholeheart
ed loyalty to India, continued to ex
press concern from Karachi about their 
fate and fortunes; the ambivalence of 
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Khaliquzzaman who, having accepted 
the leadership of the Muslim League in 
India on Jinnah's advice and sworn the 
oath of loyalty to the Indian nation 
and flag, retired to Pakistan disillusion-
ed with Mr Jinnah (!) who looked to 
continuing his old dominance of Indian 
Muslims through remote control; the 
ambiguity of Indian Muslims, specially 
such of them as had helped actively in 
promoting the two-nation theory and 
now found themselves stranded by the 
leadership exodus to Pakistan; the divi
ded counsels of the Union Government 
and the dependence of the minority 
within the Cabinet on Gandhi's influ
ence to have its way—Maulana Azad 
has admitted that the majority in the 
Cabinet went with Patel. Given the 
background of Congress policy, it was 
only natural that Patel, no less than 
Nehru, should shun the Hindu State as 
a mad idea. Patel, in fact, said this in 
a speech to Congressmen at Bangalore 
in 1949. 

Nehru -Liaquat Pact 

That "the secular state" should have 
become a creed with Congressmen was 
due to their acceptance of Pakistan 
which rose on the two-nation theory, to 
their fears of Hindu communalism 
which alter Gandhi's assassination 
possessed even the organisation men 
in the party, and to successful commu
nication of the fears of Indian Muslims 
through Nehru to the whole party. 
Patel even went so far as to assert that 
belief in Hindu Raj and exclusive Hin
du culture would lead to a repetition 
of communal rioting and a turning back 
to the "blackest chapter in the history 
of India." By 1950, the "secular state" 
had ceased to have any meaning because 
the communalists, in retreat, had es
poused various forms of socialism to 
render themselves politically acceptable, 
and within the Congress, if there were 
elements which were not convinced 
that a Hindu State would mean intole
rance of minorities, they were careful 
to keep their doubts to themselves. 

But with reference to Pakistan it 
still had significance. Patel had always 
held that Pakistan could be called to 
order by firmness on the part of the 
Indian Government and his policy had 
met with signal success in effecting the 
merger of the States, notably Juna-
gadh, Bhopal and Hyderabad. On the 
other hand, in Kashmir which was 
Nehru's special responsibility, a run
ning sore had been created. Less hap
py had been Patel's espousal of terri
torial readjustment or reciprocal treat
ment of the Muslim minority for Pak
istan's attitude towards the Hindu 
minority in East Pakistan, which less 

cautious Congressmen stretched to re
taliation. There was enough in the sequ
ence of events leading to the Nehru-
Liaquat Pact of Apri l , 1950 to allow 
both Nehru and Patel—and their res
pective supporters—to claim success 
for their policies, so far as Pakistan's 
attitude went. But Nehru's approach 
was conceived more in the context of 
Indian communalism and, after the 
Pact, Patel played a prominent part in 
persuading West Bengal to give it a 
chance. The basic features of that pact 
were that the Governments of India 
and Pakistan recognized the responsi
bility of the two governments for the 
well-being of their minorities but also 
conceded the special interest of either 
government in the minority living 
under the other. The concession de
pended obviously on the willingness of 
the two governments to work it and 
its effectiveness could last only so 
long as good relations were maintain
ed between them. Where relations 
were not good, it could be a source of 
further irritation. This it has been. 

Why Hindus Need a Secular State 

But in 1950 the Congress was not 
inclined to look too closely into the 
basis of the pact and, after that, with 
the death of Patel, there was no ele
ment in the Congress able to question 
Nehru's Pakistan policy. For, that 
year, having suffered an initial reverse 
in the contest for the Congress Pre
sidentship when Patel's nominee, Pur-
shotamdas Tandon, was elected, Nehru 
threw the full weight of his consider
able influence to secure control of the 
party organisation and, after four 
years of holding the presidentship, 
managed to establish his complete 
supremacy. It was a development wide
ly welcomed for a variety of reasons, 
the most significant being the vacuum 
left on Patel's death and the lack 
among his followers of a leader of 
convincing ability and disinterestedness 
to succeed him. But secularism was 
among the least of the reasons for 
which Nehru's control over the Con
gress organisation was welcomed. For 
all Congressmen had come to share 
the myth that Hindu Raj was synony
mous with communal intolerance and 
street-fighting, and they communicat
ed this feeling to the minorities. Yet 
it is perfectly consistent with Hindu 
rule to have State patronage of all re
ligions. 

Western critics have argued that to 
insist on the equal validity of all be
liefs is itself a dogma. Nevertheless, as 
a dogma, it is preferable to the more 
common insistence on the exclusive 
claim to truth of one religion. What 

has eluded them is that the Hindus 
who have no traditional organised 
church and are encouraged to be tole
rant of other faiths, but are socially 
constrained, need a secular State. A 
Hindu Slate would have shirked the 
Hindu Code and avoided social legis
lation; on the other hand, it. might 
have done none of these things. But. it 
is difficult to imagine a Hindu Suite 
legislating on matters affecting the 
Muslims, the Christians or the Parsis; 
and this even secular India has not 
done. There is nothing in the ceremo
nies performed on the inauguration of 
the first two Presidents of the Union 
or the death of the first Prime Min
ister which could not have taken place 
under Hindu rule. There are some 
things which have been done in secu
lar India which seem very close to 
what would have been natural in a 
Hindu State; on the other hand, it is 
certain that the head of the State 
would not have been asked to conse
crate the shrine in a Hindu temple as 
Dr Rajendra Prasad was asked to do, 
and did, at Somnath. 

Departures from Secularism 

It has to be admitted, however, that 
the tendency of leading personalities 
to confuse their official with their per
sonal roles has led to a blurring of 
the secular idea and this has come in 
for frequent criticism. It: may be some 
consolation that nobody seriously ob
jects to a Muslim or Parsi or Christi
an governor also arranging for the r i 
tuals of his faith at his inauguration; 
possibly the conservative Hindu might 
well be pleased to see such marks of 
religious attachment. Nevertheless, 
ideally it would be best it religious 
ceremonies are kept at a strictly per
sonal level. But we have to accept the 
fact that at present they are not. So 
much as we may deplore the fact that 
Nehru's wishes for a funeral without 
religious rites were ignored, we may 
derive some solace from the fact that 
Muslim and Christian priests also took 
part in the funeral ceremonies. Nor 
should we ignore the little detail that 
such ceremonies are meant to com
fort the living rather than satisfy the 
dead who are well out of reach and 
hearing of them. 

More serious departures from the 
declared intention, however, arise from 
the areas of representation and em
ployment and of civic disturbances. 
Muslims in the greater part of united 
India enjoyed a privileged position. 
The princely State of Hyderabad was 
in a category all its own but the poli
cy of recognizing the special position 
of Muslims had resulted in excess re-
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presentation in most other provinces 
as Well , After partition, three factors 
were evident at the most superficial 
level: 

1) Except for the Scheduled Castes 
and Tribes and the Anglo-Indians, re
presentation and employment in the 
services was "secularized", the propor
tionate element, which was kept strict
ly according to population, being limit
ed to units of the Union. 

2) The Muslim community in re
sidual India was reduced by approxi
mately 60 per cent or from a third of 
the total population to somewhere 
around 12 per cent. 

3) Pakistan siphoned off practical
ly the entire leadership of the commu
nity in administration, in trade and 
industry and in the professions. As 
a matter of fact, Prof Wilfred Cant-
well Smith speaks of "positive action 
by Pakistan to entice Indian Muslims 
to abandon their country and their 
responsibilities and to accept offers 
from Pakistan, including the Pakistan 
government, offering (attractive) em
ployment to Muslim graduates of In
dian universities immediately upon 
their graduation"—which, he says, 
goes on all the time. Al l this contri
buted to weakening the position of In
dian Muslims to whom the fact that 
they themselves had largely contribut
ed to it was poor consolation. 

Sphere of Employment 

The first reaction of "betrayal" was 
borne by the left-behind leaders of the 
Muslim League but the sense of rea
lising that they were worse-off led to 
the people developing grievances aga
inst the Indian Government. It has 
to be remembered that the Muslim 
movement towards progress in undi
vided India was, unlike that of the 
the others, towards the creation of an 
elite through education, government 
service and employment. This trend 
now accentuated their difficulties, par
ticularly as the gulf between them and 
Indian Muslim Nationalists widened. 
On the other side, there was a hard
ening of sentiment among the Hindus 
which made any conciliatory treat
ment of Indian Muslims impossible for 
the Congress. For the Congress had ac
cepted partition with the hope of 
averting bloodshed and had seen that 
hope frustrated. It would have need
ed considerable courage—perhaps, the 
right word would be fool-hardiness— 
for the Congress to have gone before 
the public with a special plea for the 
Muslims. 

Moreover, in the sphere of employ
ment, there is very little that the Gov

ernment can really do. This has been 
demonstrably proved in the area of 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes employment where, with all the 
reservations and special machinery set 
up to look after their interests, the 
performance each year is reported to 
be very much below the intention. 
(As a point of interest, it may be men
tioned that the Commissioner for 
Scheduled Castes reported in 1961 
that in the various offices of the Cen
tral Government over 12 per cent of 
the sweepers come from the non-Sche
duled Castes!) Outside government 
service, even less has been accomplish
ed, though the influence of regionalism 
has been known to spread from the 
political to the service and then to 
the industrial fields. In the lowest 
jobs, there are any number of factors 
precluding any insistence on mixing 
the personnel; and in the middle, it is 
determined by the group at the top 
which is influenced so much by other 
than communal factors, that one's be
lief makes less difference than one's 
political connections or even one's 
place of birth. I was once told by 
one, who was in a position to speak 
with knowledge, that influential pres
sure was exerted on most foreign 
firms. The system of permits and lic
ences under which industries function, 
give a special value to applicants for 
jobs who exploit the superficial indi-
dications of political pull. He added 
rather ruefully, "That is why your 
specialists and technical experts are 
so much better than your managerial 
class,"—an oblique admission that the 
influence did not misfire. Jobs are 
few, and many factors apart from abi
lity and efficiency go to constitute eli
gibility. Apart from which, is it so 
very unusual for one and one's imme
diate circle to find excuses for one's 
not doing as well as was expected? 

Communal Disturbances 

It is quite a different business with 
communal rioting and civic disturb
ances which have invariably shown 
signs of organised backing. There is 
no logic in Hindus indulging in street 
rioting and other orgies against Indian 
Muslims in retaliation for wrongs in
flicted or reported to be inflicted on 
Hindus in Pakistan. Whether, as some 
maintain, this is the work of criminal 
elements in the community or, as 
others insist, it is indulged in by 
otherwise and at other times respec
table citizens, it is a disgrace to the 
country and a slur on the administra
tion. The chain reaction theory ex
plains but it docs not excuse the aban
donment of all sense of responsibility 

for law and order. What adds to the 
shame of it all is that in every instance 
the targets of assault are Sections of 
the minority which have attained some 
economic level. Immediately after par
tition, it used to be said that Muslim 
craftsmen and tradesmen were sought 
to be terrorised. Under more settled 
conditions, there are a whole complex 
of reasons for victimisation which 
were laid bare in the riots in Rourke-
la and Jamshedpur. Many questions 
arise regarding the culpability of the 
responsible Governments. 

Calculations Disproved 

It had been a common assumption 
that the large-scale exchange of popu
lation that took between West Pakis
tan and India would not have a paral
lel. In East: Pakistan, the process was 
stopped, as was mentioned earlier, 
after the non-Muslim minority was 
reduced from some 12,000,000 to 
9,000,000; another million Indian Mus
lims who had gone over to Pakistan, 
were induced to return. The tradition
al influx of East Bengal Muslims into 
Assam and Calcutta which after Par
tition is referred to as "illegal immi
gration", has continued with the con
nivance of Assam employers and the 
State Government. But it was assum
ed that the Muslims of East Pakistan 
have more serious internal troubles 
than any presented by the States of 
Eastern India and that their main 
grievances are against the central gov
ernment. Professor Keith Callard of 
McGill University wrote in 1959, " In 
West Pakistan there is a morbid sus
picion of the loyalty of the East to 
the Pakistan concept. For many West 
Pakistanis the proof of loyalty is the 
man's antogonism to India and her 
leaders... The Bengali feels that the 
status of Kashmir is a genuine griev-
ance but he is not obsessed by i t . . . 
The line between West Pakistan and 
India was drawn in blood and there 
has been an almost total cessation of 
intercourse. This has never held true 
for East Paknstan." Professor Callard's 
line has been adopted by other West-
ern observers. 

On the theft of the Hazratbal relic 
in Srinagar, events moved rapidly to 
disprove these calculations. East Pakis
tan flared up. Hindus from East Pak
istan fled to India with reports of re
ligious persecution and communal 
disturbances broke out in India's East
ern States. Men like Jaya Prakash 
Narain, J R D Tata and Frank Antony 
expressed themselves strongly on the 
display of intolerance and savagery. 
The Governments of West Bengal and 
Bihar showed themselves unable to 
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deal wi th the situation and the mi l l 
 a r y took over at several places, It was 
on the whole a discreditable demons
tration of administrative ineptitude 
because the whole trouble could have 
been anticipated and kept in check. 
The Eastern States in general and 
West Bengal in particular are very 
vulnerable because of their close as
sociation with East Pakistan. Refugee 
rehabilitation work has been grossly 
neglected; it is in fact beyond the 
capacity of West Bengal to manage by 
itself; the Union Government has not 
applied itself to it as it should have. 
A l l this means that there is a popu
lation of somewhere over a million, 
economically desperate and attached 
by ties of family, friendship and local 
affection to East Pakistan; another 
two million somewhat better off with 
the same emotions; and all of them 
emotionally supported by the Hindus 
of West Bengal. It was folly not to 
anticipate trouble from this inflamma-
ble material, once it was known that 
communal disturbances had broken 
out in East Pakistan. On a fair apprai
sal, it must be conceded that this sec
tion of the population had more rea
son to be thrown out of balance by 
refugee stories of what was taking 
place in Dacca and Khulna than the 
East Pakistan Muslims had to be 
roused to anger by the Hazratbal theft 
in far-off Kashmir. 

Indo-Pakistan Relations 

It is a matter for minor satisfac
tion that the Government of India has 
been roused by the disturbances to 
take over the responsibility for re
settling the refugees. But unfortunate
ly there is still room for feeling that 
the special problems of West Bengal 
have received little appreciation in the 
rest of India., The hints thrown out in 
Parliament that the Indian Govern
ment was preparing to accommodate 
the 9,000,000 Hindus of East Pakistan, 
the minimising of the actual numbers 
who have crossed the frontier and the 
practical difficulties experienced in at
tempts to resettle the refugees outside 
Bengal carry their own warning. The 
Statesman, commenting on the pres
sures exerted on the Union Govern
ment by the Eastern States, observ
ed that the Union Government's 
best answer to the toughness of 
these units was to start getting 
tough with the Pakistan Government, 
This salutary advice has gone unheed
ed, and there has been any number of 
Voices favouring an Indo-Pakistan set
tlement on Kashmir which synchro
nises with the release of Sheikh Ab-
dutla. It is strange, however, that all 

this should coincide with the removal 
of the Bakshi Government and the 
promise of an integrated policy which 
would bring the State more firmly 
within the Indian Union and raise the 
level of administration in Kashmir i t 
self. In other words, just when the 
Indian Government is clearing the 
way for ridding itself of the charge of 
perpetuating misrule in Kashmir, it is 
proposed to press for a complete with
drawal in favour of a military, com
munal government operating from 
Rawalpindi. 

Pakistan Leadership Not Religious 

If this suggestion is ridiculous, then 
the expectation of reaching a perma
nent settlement with Pakistan by 
handing over Kashmir is even 
more so. For what stands in the 
way of an Indo-Pakistan agreement is 
not Kashmir. The attitudes that pre
vailed in the Muslim League and in 
the Congress before partition, have 
been taken over by the governments 
of the two countries after it . Just as 
the Muslim League strove to establish 
parity with the Congress, Pakistan 
seeks to match India's position among 
the nations and, if it has not been 
able to do this by rising to it , it exerts 
its whole strength to pull India down. 
China's successful strategy to cut 
down India to size and establish itself 
as the main power in Asia thus fits 
in with the Pakistan objective. The 
coming together of the two nations is 
the logical outcome of this common 
interest. Secondly, Pakistan continues, 
as the Muslim League did, to maintain 
a communal approach to the problems 
of South Asia. This means not only 
that it declares itself to be a Muslim 
State but even that it regards India 
as a Hindu State. That by doing so 
it jeopardises the fortunes and lives 
of Muslim Indians seems to be im
material to i t . The greater their diffi
culties, the better propaganda material 
they provide for Pakistan—which ex
plains the frequent charges of geno
cide levelled against India by Pakis-
than at the United Nations Assembly. 
That the Indian Government with 
much greater Justification exercises 
great restraint is due, to put it at the 
lowest, to concern for its Muslim 
population and apprehension of rous
ing a conflagration which could well 
sweep it out of office. 

Why is i t , it might be asked, that 
the wildest accusations levelled aga
inst India failed to provoke East Ben
gal to riots against its Hindu minori
ty? And why were religious passions 
touched off by the comparatively 
smaller incident of the theft of the 

Hazratbal relic, specially when in 
Kashmir itself communal amity was 
not disturbed? One can only hazard 
a guess from what one knows of Pak
istan politics. The accusations were 
directed against India's international 
status and not followed up by instiga
tion of East Bengal's anti-social ele
ments; moreover, though they might 
have gained credence in West Pakis
tan, in the eastern wing with its con
tinuing contacts with India, insistence 
on pressing them would have recoiled 
on West Pakistan. The Hazratbal 
theft, on the other hand, offered bet
ter scope for playing on East Bengal 
credulity because of the prolonged 
stalemate over Kashmir and the many 
indications that India was eager to 
bring it to an end and was contemplat
ing decisive unilateral action since the 
sixteen-year effort to reach an agreed 
settlement had yielded no results. The 
restraint of the East Bengal press— 
compared both to the press of West 
Pakistan and the later writings in 
West Bengal—lend confirmation to the 
impression that the initial provocation 
came from West Pakistan. It has been 
even said that the whole trouble was 
engineered by West Pakistanis in East 
Bengal but that is a debatable point. 
It is enough to note that even after 
partition there are strong ties holding 
East Pakistan to India—ties of econo
mic interest, cultural and linguistic 
links and bonds of common habits— 
which do not exist in the West and 
which over time overwhelm political, 
whipped-up, antagonisms. 

Jinnah and Liaquat 

Because the level of antipathy to 
India in the two wings is uneven, the 
link between them is the Muslim 
State. It is well worth considering 
what exactly this means. Unlike other 
Muslim States which have come into 
existence in the last forty years, Pak
istan grew out of a leadership that 
stressed the difference between Mus
lims and non-Muslims; yet this lead
ership was not religious but secular. 
Though the character of the Pakistan 
Government has changed several times, 
it was not intended to be a State for 
the Muslims alone and it has not 
meant the capture of political power 
by the mullahs in any portion of Pak
istan. Mr Jinnah in 1947 spoke of the 
day when "Hindus would cease to be 
Hindus and Muslims would cease to 
be Muslims not in the religious sense 
...but in the political sense as citizens 
of the State." His successor, Mr Lia
quat A l i Khan in 1949 rejected the 
thought of the State being a neutral 
observer, insisting that "the State 
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would play a positive part in building 
up a truly Islamic Slate." In 1953, Mr 
Justice Mohammed Munir reporting on 
the heresy hunt in West Punjab of 
1953 declared the traditional leaders 
of traditional Islam unfitted to run a 
modern state and completely devoid 
of any clear ideas of what Islam was. 
In 1958, Chief justice Munir legalis
ed the Pakistan army's seizure of 
power. 

Secular Forces Dominant 

If the rejection of the Ullema is less 
spectacular in Pakistan than it was in 
Turkey, it is none the less real The 
foundations of Islamic theocracy were 
destroyed when Mustafa Kamal abo
lished the Caliphate. As a matter of 
fact, the only theocratic state in the 
modern world is Vatican City with 
some 110 acres and 1,000 souls, and 
there canon law has only a restricted 
application, to strictly religious mat
ters. There is no indication that Pakis
tan's government will pass into the 
hands of Muslim divines, unless the 
dominant secular forces are routed. 
But the necessity of holding the two 
wings together and asserting the Mus
lim's distinctness in South Asia com
pel the establishment of Islam as the 
State religion. This need not mean 
relegating non-Muslim Pakistanis to 
the status of second class citizens or 
expelling them from the country. 
But it does suggest that the govern
ment of Pakistan may be tempted into 
intolerance. History, though it has to 
some extent been perverted by West
ern historians, reveals a tradition of 
religious persecution in Muslim coun
tries; and there is little reason to be
lieve that, in the years to come, men 
will be consistently wiser than their 
forefathers. 

An interesting line of thought pur 
sued recently by Western writers, like 
Professor Michael Brecher of McGill  
University, is that Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru's obsession over Muslim Indians 
and his special concern about Kash
mir were the main causes not only of 
India's bad relations with Pakistan 
but even of the retarded development 
of Indian Muslims towards national 
integration. This is the obverse of the 
Indian Muslims', and other minorities', 
feeling that but for the restraining 
hand of the late Prime Minister, their 
position would have been utterly 
hopeless. I do not subscribe to these 
views. As I have stated earlier, the 
Congress, even apart from Nehru, 
would have subscribed to secularism. 
Nor can the Congress be credited with 
promoting a special atmosphere of re

ligious tolerance because, before the 
Congress, this concept was ingrained 
in Hindu thought and pursued by the 
majority of Hindu rulers. In fact, the 
'Congress was itself responsible for 
fostering the Muslim sense of separa-
teness from the time when Mahatma 
Gandhi espoused the lost Khilafat 
cause and, against his own better judg
ment and the warning of Muslim secu
larists, he linked to it the struggle for 
Indian Independence. But all thai is 

part of history. So far as the deplora
ble communal riots are concerned, 
they demonstrate with stark reality the 
fact that to lake right decisions is 
not enough. The lives of people are 
not governed by Shastraic injunctions 
but by the customs of their castes 
and the traditions of their region. The 
ravages of the riots lay bare the fai
lure of communications before they 
occur and the breakdown of law and 
order afterwards. 
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